
APPLICATION
Verify accessory fitment at www.polaris.com.

KIT CONTENTS
NOTE

Trailerable Cover Kit P/N 2884521 shown, others similar.

TOOLS REQUIRED
None

IMPORTANT
Your TRAILERABLE COVER KIT is exclusively designed for your vehicle. Please read the installation
instructions thoroughly before beginning. Installation is easier if the vehicle is clean and free of debris. For your
safety, and to ensure a satisfactory installation, perform all installation steps correctly in the sequence shown.
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P/N MULTIPLE

TRAILERABLE COVER KIT

https://www.polaris.com/en-us/
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

WARNING
If transporting vehicle in non-enclosed trailer then
vehicle must FACE FORWARD, or cover must be
removed. Failure to comply may allow airflow,

vibration, or other factors to separate cover from
vehicle and cause an accident, resulting in serious

personal injury or death.

IMPORTANT
If buffeting occurs during transport, stop vehicle and

remove or adjust cover.

VEHICLE PREPARATION
GENERAL
1. Park vehicle on a flat surface.
2. Shift vehicle into PARK.
3. Turn key to OFF position and remove key.
4. Before cover installation:

• Examine vehicle for any accessories that extend
outside of ROPS or vehicle body to ensure
proper fit of cover and prevent damage. Remove
or stow accessories and/or install padding as
necessary.

• Ensure exterior of vehicle is clean. Transporting
a dirty vehicle with cover installed may damage
vehicle finish.

ACCESSORY INSTALLATION
1. Temporarily stow ratchet at left rear corner of

cover by folding over and securing flaps with hook-
and-loop strips.

2. Carefully drape cover over vehicle, pulling cover
as far down over tires as possible.

IMPORTANT
Cover MUST be pulled down below lower surface of
tires, and straps located BELOW lower tire lugs, to

ensure cover stays in place during transport

3. Attach front of cover by connecting buckles.

NOTE
Left-hand strap is sewn to edge of cover opening;
right-hand strap is free to slide in cover pocket.

Cover opening accommodates accessory winch or
plow installation (sold separately).

4. Route strap through rear center loop. Insert strap
into partially closed ratchet and begin to operate
ratchet mechanism.

5. Ensure rear strap is positioned below lower rear
tire lugs before strap is pulled taut by ratchet.
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6. Buckle center strap to one side and route strap
beneath vehicle. Buckle strap to opposite side and
pull taut.

7. When removing cover, stow ratchet as described
above.

INSTRUCTION FEEDBACK FORM
A feedback form has been created for the installer to provide any comments,
questions or concerns about the installation instructions. The form is viewable on
mobile devices by scanning the QR code or by clicking HERE if viewing on a PC.

https://form.jotform.com/61263903942153?&number=9930835&revision=R01
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